
ADAPTIVE LEARNING IN FOUR DIMENSIONS



Publishers have spent hundreds of millions of dollars on

building digital platforms and on acquiring technology. 

Digital delivery, alone, however, cannot create value.

Improving learning outcomes requires high-value content 

that is refined and curated to match the capabilities of the 

digital platform.

 

Content curators need advanced solutions to simplify 

the process of creating and curating great content in a 

digital development environment. 

 

The answer is:

Our most ambitious endeavor to date, and our fourth 

adaptive learning platform, Area9  Rhapsode™ is the 

leading technology to facilitate 21st century learning. 

Using our technology, publishers, content creators, and 

content curators can quickly and cost-effectively transition

to digital, with adaptive solutions that don’t require 

multi-million-dollar investments in infrastructure. 

 

Area9 Rhapsode™ is built on a brand-new, adaptive model. 

It is based on principles found in biology (hence the term 

biological model) - now supplemented with extensive use 

of artificial intelligence. The biggest impact of the adaptive 

model, is not on predicting what the learner will be

encountering, but is on content curation and to a certain 

extent on educator support. 

Area9 Rhapsode Curator™ has several advanced content 

development features that are based on artificial intelligence 

including intelligent suggestions of probes based on text, 

content analysis, semantic search and also terminology. 

The state-of-the-art Area9 Rhapsode Curator™ provides a 

streamlined worklfow that ensures a fast, effective, and

affordable content production process as well as 

high-quality results. 

The Challenge
of Content Curation

 CONTENT REUSE

• Full object reusability at the course, topic,

 module, or item level

• Import and leverage existing resources you

 already have

• Intelligent ingestion of content including

 presentations, PDF’s and ePUB3, Microsoft

 PowerPoint, Articulate Storyline®, and many

 other formats

• Linked probes and learning resources– no

 replication of content necessary = maximum

 content reuse
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 FULLY INTEGRATED CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

• Area9 Rhapsode™ has a high-performing Content

 Management System (CMS) and can be used instead

 of or along with other CMS systems. It is a cloud-based,

 multi-user, multi-tenant environment with AI based analysis

 and quality assurance

 CONTENT TEMPLATES 

• A vast range of different probe types drives the

 adaptivity, supported by any type of learning resource,

 including text, animation, PowerPoint, video, 3D models

 and simulations
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 TAXONOMY SUPPORT 

• Map learning objectives, learning resources and probes

 to internal measurement goals or external certifications

• Monitor learning at a granular level and audit activity within

 Area9 Rhapsode against taxonomies

 

 DIGITAL AND PRINT 

• Support for both digital and print workflows and output

• Simultaneously create and curate content that works across

 digital devices and is ready for print

• Integration with InDesign and other page layout tools

 provides professional level print output for all age markets 
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Manage Content, Accelerate Development 

Intuitive authoring tools and templates streamline the time it takes to create and revise 

professional learning. Live data from end users can be used to inform how content

is performing and suggest whether changes should be made.



Content Development Through
Powerful Built-In Workflows 



 REVIEW MODE 

• Integrated content review saves time and

  frustration – with feedback flowing directly

 back to developers via integrated workflows

 TEST MODE 

• Open any course as a learner would see it

 to test how the final product will perform for

 the end user. No additional accounts or

 passcodes required

 TO-DOS 

• Feedback from reviewers and live users of the

 course are organized within detailed lists that

 provide intelligent priorities.  Course owners

 can review, accept or reject feedback or make

 changes from within the same screen –

  removing the need to have needless iterations

 outside the system 

 INLINE SUGGESTIONS  

• While reviewing content, a reviewer is able

 to make suggested changes to a learning

  resource or probe directly in Rhapsode.

 Editors can review the suggested changes

  within Rhapsode and accept or reject with a

 single click. Revision tracking system means

 Every single change is saved and recoverable

 through a detailed version control system

 AI BASED CONTENT AUTHORING

•  Rhapsode Curator™ has several advanced 

content development features that are based 

on artificial intelligence including intelligent 

suggestions of probes based on text, content 

analysis, semantic search and terminology

• Reduces authoring errors by highlighting

 common author mistakes
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Content is king, but not the content of the past. Given the 

pace of change in the world today, content can no longer 

be static. High-quality publishing depends on high-quality 

content curation. 

• Adaptive courseware at scale

• Building incrementally or across an entire portfolio

• Collaboration with human teachers

• A “go mobile” strategy with “white-labeled” branded 

 web and mobile apps

• Creation of engaging content that improves

 outcomes, with data to prove it

• Faster speed to market by leveraging existing

 process and content 

21st Century Curation
Tools Powering 21st

Century Learning



RhapsodeCURATOR™ is an advanced editing platform 

offering permission levels and tools specific to each role 

(role-based authoring capability) at the editor, reviewer, 

permission, project management, and other relevant levels. 

The result is a powerful integrated content development 

platform that simplifies the process for instructional

designers, technical writers, and subject matter experts.

 

Whether the goal is to apply adaptive learning to an 

existing course as a reinforcement tool or to create an 

entirely new digital curriculum, RhapsodeCURATOR™ 

enables and simplifies the process. 

• Empowers editorial leaders to create and curate

 content that  improves learning outcomes

• Leverages existing content and brands as publishers

 transition to digital and personalized learning

 approaches

• Curates content made outside and inside the tool, 

 within organizations and on the web

• Integrates openly with third-party systems using

 industry standards

• Enables a radically increased use of machine

 learning, artificial intelligence, cognitive engineering, 

 analytics and learning technologies, while building

 on Area9’s previous experience 

• Optimizes efficiency and streamline cost of

 production, both digital and in print

• Dramatically improves print product, offering design

 integration  with inDesign 

• Increases the benefits of accessibility, stability,

 and scalability 

Manage Teams,
Save Time,
Improve Quality 

From single developers to complex teams with

hundreds of members, teams of all sizes can 

use Area9 RhapsodeCurator™ as an authoring 

management platform.

Scalability with simplicity. Area9 development tools 

have been used by teams with over 1000 members - 

delivering high-quality learning efficiently.

Area9 RhapsodeCURATOR™ gives you everything 

you need to coordinate and manage all of your team 

projects and processes to increase productivity and 

get better learning outcomes, quickly and simply. 

 ROLES AND PERMISSION

•  Set up different access to content and features 

within the platform to streamline work roles 

such as admin, editor, reviewer or translator

•  Roles can be defined with specific system 

functionality and access rights. Common roles 

with permissions for EDIT, REVIEW, TEST are 

preset, and can be used as-is or customized 

  TIME-TRACKING AND RESOURCE 

MANAGEMENT REPORTS 

• Get real-time visibility into project metrics and

 complete control over delivery

 TIME-TRACKING AND RESOURCE

  MANAGEMENT DASHBOARDS 

 •  Role specific visualizations show the status of 

what each person is responsible for

 •  Actionable data within each dashboard can 

be clicked to navigate seamlessly within the 

platform and make changes or assign actions 

to other team members or other teams
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As a comprehensive solution, Area9 Rhapsode™ offers the 

world’s most advanced digital workflow platform enabling 

both print and digital content delivery. 

Area9 Rhapsode™ offers the additional features of

world-class customer focus, service, and support, with 

regional teams of instructional designers - including 

support in Chinese and Arabic for a more global approach.

• Agile and fast content development

•  Mapping content creation to existing workflow or 

creation of new workflow

•  Monitoring of progress through Dashboards

 and Reports 

•  Streamlined workflow to ensure a fast, effective

 and affordable content production process and a 

 high-quality result

•  Leveraging of existing processes and reducing 

internal cost structure

The Future of Content  
Development, Curation  
and Delivery

 REAL TIME PREVIEW  

•  Preview all assets as you build them – with 

multi-device responsive rendering in the 

browser. No more guessing whether your 

content will work on different mobile devices

•  Preview mode provides fully functioning 

interactivity with content on different devices
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Screenshot showing preview of video

LR across three devices

Pick Your Content

 ADVANCED IMAGE AND VIDEO HANDLING 

• Images

• Annotations

• Rights and permissions management

• Dynamic intelligent resize including responsible templates

• Videos
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• Manual or AI-based Tagging

• Interactive video supporting embedded questions

• Annotations

• Closed Captioning

 

 

The Benefits of a Modular Architecture

Area9 Rhapsode™ employs the most advanced technologies with a modular architecture

that allows it to easily integrate with existing systems. 



Innovation Without The Disruption

Area9 Rhapsode™ is built on the most advanced technologies. 

Fully standards compliant, it has a modular architecture which 

allows it to integrate with existing systems easily. Whether you 

use Area9 Rhapsode as a complete end-to-end authoring, 

LMS and delivery environment, or you use it as the authoring 

system alongside your existing learning technology stack, Area9 

makes integration easy and delivers innovation without the need 

to rip-and-replace.

Area9 Rhapsode™ has an industry-leading technology to simulate 

the learner experience. From inside RhapsodeCURATOR™, the 

subject matter expert can immediately test and interact with the 

content on simulated devices. 

User Experience Simulations



 TRANSLATION AND LOCALIZATION  

•  Single platform for developing Global Solutions

•  Multilingual, double-byte authoring and the world’s first 

advanced adaptive platform supporting right-to-left 

languages.  Default language fallback simplifies support for 

global audiences, including Chinese and Arabic support

 INTEGRATION  

•  Integrates openly with third party Content Management 

Systems (CMS), LTI tools, and Learning Management 

Systems (LMS) using industry standards including SCORM 

1.2, SCORM 2004, xAPI, CMI5 and LTI

•  All the content in Area9 Rhapsode™ is tagged with 

metadata that makes it easy to track for learning efficacy 

and to manage rights and permissions. 

 ACCESIBILITY 

•  Resources in Area9 RhapsodeTM can also be tagged and 

made accessible to support WCAG 2.0 AA compliance
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